La Criée Conferences-Performances

Offended
Souls

with French ethnologist Philippe Geslin
directed by Macha Makeïeff

To express the continuity of the worlds. To seek, down to the smallest
detail, the intact postures of the past. Those describe by our elders.
Those of our childhood dreams. As an ethnologist, I acknowledge this
data collection to be, near, pointless. Yet each journey of mine is a new
beginning, a near obstinacy. Taking time, as a sensible, inquisitive and
demanding vagabond. Opening out the territories of the beings, of
the objects, revealing their mysteries, rendering the sensible and the
trivial. In these faraway lands, the essence of the atmosphere is caught
in all that’s imperceptible and tenuous. My camera a watercolour book
rather than a notebook. It allows the stroke and the overlay, with the
touch of light, with this strange palette narrowed down to black and
white to convey the concern. I appreciate the investigation effort, the
time to pause it implies for those who watch it. Photography, writes
Pierre Mac Orlan, puts men back in their place in their setting. This
place is not that of a creator god, but of a melancholy god victim of
his own creations.
I was born between the movies Mon oncle and Playtime by Jacques
Tati. My occupation, ethnology, allows me to travel about as a mindful
observer, a concerned participant, always eager to give meticulous
report of how the humans bond with the objects in contrasting
environments. Fractions of life that have been shared, on the other
side of the world, in Africa, in Asia, in America, in Greenland. But
above all some unique encounters, one phenomenal field after the
other.
I sometimes have a change of scenery. I often settle behind the scenes
of creation, in the «back rooms» of renowned artists where I further
experience the subtle combination which makes the ethnologist a
gleaner of emotions, these of the others shaped by his own. These
fleeting fields are genuine «performances» in the artistic sense of the
word. Stakes on an anticipated end. The intention is continuously
pending. These shifting fields get but too little of our attention, at
an all too swift pace. Photography is always by my side in these
lives between two cultures. It is to me an authentic form of literary
expression. »
Philippe Geslin

La Criée Creation

Offended Souls

Illustrated conferences by French ethnologist Philippe Geslin
Directed, stage design and costumes by Macha Makeïeff

#1 Bear skin on April Sky
#1 The last Inuit hunters
#2 God’s pen has no eraser
#2 Among the Soussou in Guinea
#3 Before the gazelles left... 2017 Creation
#1 The Masai warriors
#1 Creation at La Criée March 3rd, 2017
#1 Representations March 3rd to 8th, 2017
Three light and plastic forms, three journeys of about one hour where
ethnological investigation, scientific narration and the imaginary of a
poet explorer combine.
These conferences may be presented separately, in theatres or
museums and may be produced along with an exhibition of Philippe
Geslin photographs.

Voices Aïssa Mallouk, Philippe Geslin, Macha Makeïeff Video creation and
iconography Philippe Geslin, Guillaume Cassar and Alain Dalmasso Artistic
Assistant Margot Clavières Stage Manager Frédéric Lyonnet Lighting Designer
Sylvio Charlemagne Sound Creation Jean-Claude Leita and Julien Sonnet and the
whole staff of La Criée Screen Manufacturing Gerriets Metal Structure Ferronnerie
du Var

Sensible and inquisitive globetrotter, Philippe Geslin is a French
ethnologist. From his faraway fields, he returns with notebooks,
photos, eloquent token of his observations and encounters. With
the complicity of Macha Makeïeff, the accounts of his travels now
stage, by means of two illustrated conferences where the words of
Philippe Geslin harmonise with a whole visual and acoustic world.
Halfway between tale and theatre, a different way to appreciate
the art of «Opening out the territories of the beings, of the
objects ».
Macha : Why are you leaving, Philippe?
Philippe : To shake up my vision and know myself better, too.
M. : M. : Why are you leaving again?
P. : I set off again to broaden my horizon beyond my sole culture, meet
people, take physical, intellectual risks. Speaking of risks, Macha, are you
certain I should perform on stage?
M. : Yes positively, there is something lyrical about the scientific speech and
it should be heard on stage, with your real voice, the voice that is heard, over
there. And you accepted to take that risk after all, didn’t you?
P. : The risk in the wings and on stage, my life’s at stake! Or what’s left of it !
M. : Offended Souls, I like that title you came up with!
P. : Yes, the communities from the other end of the world possess an
incredible survivability, we should draw inspiration from them rather than
trying to reinvent their world for them.
M. : We offend them then, these souls.
P. : Our decisions do, they offend the souls of their ancestors.
M. : In the end, artists and ethnologists, we all are melancholic, are we not ?
P. : Melancholic for I am aware, after many before me, that these people,
from such distance, from close up, have a lot to tell us as they gradually fade
away from the planet.

Offended souls #1

Bear skin
on April sky
The last Inuit hunters

Philippe Geslin / Macha Makeïeff

Bear skin on April sky
« Those from the big thumb» : this is how the last Inuit hunters in

Greenland call themselves, those who still live as the seasons change,
to the rhythm of the sea, of the storms and the extreme cold. They
watch out for the presence of seals or that rarer of a shoal of white skin
beluga whales. On the sea ice, the dogs, closer to wolves, are waiting
to, hypothetically, set off for the hunt. To these people of the North
everything seems suspended.

Over there, the polar night is greeted with the same joy as is the
helicopter carrying the parcels ordered online; the ancestral hunt for
seals continues, whilst the gas multinational corporations covet the lands
and seas. Not naive, nor scaremongering, the accounts of Philippe Geslin
allow to breach the clichés, to build bridges between present and past.
The legends infiltrate his words, just like the written works of his
predecessors. Hence, we may assess what has disappeared - large
portions of the sea ice, of knowledge - but also what survived - the bond
with nature, with the ancestors. For, according to their own statements,
the Inuit have always had the ability to adapt to their environment.
And have since time immemorial.

Photography © Philippe Geslin
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Offended Souls #2

God’s pen
doesn’t have
an eraser

Among the Soussou in Guinea
Philippe Geslin / Macha Makeïeff

God’s pen doesn’t have an eraser
Ethnologist Philippe Geslin has spent months in the mangroves of Guinea
to study the impact of salt production on deforestation. Between a pile of
white gold and the door of an old Peugeot 403, he recalls his visit at the
crossroads of cultures. The words of the ethnologist are gradually met by
the words that N’Fassory, his host, has recorded on two school exercise
books to highlight the identity of his people. The daily life of the Soussou
come to light, bringing into focus a people with very skilled knowledge,
based on «the respectful friendship» between the human being and the
Earth. Far from the destructive habits with which they are charged...

« I showed up in Guinea, with the Soussou, in the mangrove forests to understand their way of thinking and their habits in such an extraordinary environment.
And to promote this slowly declining knowledge. A work of investigation, the
work of an eager beaver. I am a mindful, concerned observer. Mindful because
I analysed the habits and knowledge of this people down to the smallest detail.
Concerned, for I know this knowledge tends to disappear, before our very eyes. I
know their richness and the lessons we could learn from them to better understand our own relation to nature, to identify some concrete clues for action to
guide us out of the entanglement that are our beliefs in terms of environment.
It takes some time to understand. Time which is the ethnologist’s friend, but also
his worst enemy in a world of fast decision making process, very fast, too fast,
where the expertise is botched, so distant from field reality, distant from the
needs of the local communities. Things change but there is still a long way to go.
We must believe and not let our guard down. »
Philippe Geslin

Portrait of N’Fassory Bangoura © Philippe Geslin

Yabasory left his village.
Some go out to get food.
Others go for a walk.
Others set off for adventure.
Others are missionaries at heart.
Others are seeking challenges.
Others are looking for a job.
Others are looking to find a wife.
Others harvest honey.
Others go out to greet him.
This is what a village is.
Yabasory was born in Wonkifong.
He left Wonkifong,
He went to the sea.
He looked at the shore.
There was no man to be seen.
He thinks to himself the place is really perfect.
It is the forest of Wonde, with some groves in the middle of
the ocean bank.
These groves are good places to settle.
Over there are some tall trees.
Over there, under those trees lies the sand.
This place is close to the sea.
This place is Wondewolia.

Excerpt from the notebook of N’Fassory Bangoura
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Offended Souls #3

Before the
gazelles left...
The Masai warriors

Philippe Geslin / Macha Makeïeff

Before the gazelles left...
Creation at La Criée March 3rd, 2017
Representations March 3rd to 8th, 2017
« Here in Tanzania, between the Great Rift and the Kilimandjaro, deep in the
savannah live the Masai. A people described, labelled, a thousand times over.
A people of warriors. A people of cattle breeders. Free men. They roam across
the bush at the pace of their herds, to that of the watering places, following
the hunt for the last large game. Zebras, buffalos, lions and elephants. We
are approaching something sacred. An impression of «meeting with Africa».
The feeling of reconnection with the origins. These of a dream humanity. Final
curtain.
The dream was long-lived, it has a long tradition. Their lean, red silhouettes
delight the media. The «Safaris» wouldn’t be complete without a speedy visit to
their villages. Smokescreen. A myth suspended to the lens. The «wild» animals
are being protected, the lands confiscated and the people settled. The ochre
of the ground and rocks, the green of the tall grass and the orphaned twisted
bushes wait for the familiar flash of the metal spears, the sweat and the crimson
bodies.
To live a memory is one odd destiny. »
Philippe Geslin

© Philippe Geslin

Philippe Geslin
« My occupation, ethnology, allows me to travel about as a mindful
observer, a concerned participant, always eager to give meticulous report
of how the humans bond with the objects in contrasting environments.
Fractions of life that have been shared, on the other side of the world,
in Africa, in Asia, in America, in Greenland. But above all some unique
encounters, one phenomenal field after the other, with evident delights and
ugly torments.
They occur as part of a specific anthropology, discreet and recognised,
at the heart of social reality. Here I mean to convey a more committed
approach of the people, more prone to address the requests of those who
once were and still are the subject of our ethnographic surveys. Today, this
type of anthropology «anthropotechnology» has a life on its own and a
strong institutional introduction in the fields of research and education.
I sometimes have a change of scenery. I often settle behind the scenes
of creation , in the «back rooms» of renowned artists where I further
experience the subtle combination which makes the ethnologist a gleaner
of emotions, those of others shaped by his own. These fleeting fields are
genuine «performances» in the artistic sense of the word. Stakes on the
anticipated end. The intention is continuously pending. These shifting fields
get but too little of our attention, at an all too swift pace.
Photography is always by my side in these lives between two cultures. It is
to me an authentic form of literary expression. Simply exhibited (exhibits) or
staged (Offended Souls), it allows me to reach a much larger audience, and
via the sensible to document the «social fantastic» dear to Pierre Mac Orlan,
with its joys, its share of concerns and the vision of our society it encourages
us to adopt. »
Philippe Geslin was born between the movies Mon oncle and Playtime by
Jacques Tati. He is the author of a doctoral thesis in social anthropology
and ethnology, developed under supervision of anthropologist Maurice
Godelier. Since 1990, in the fields of social sciences and humanities, he
participates in the development of anthropotechnology through a large
number of fields of research and intervention in Africa, Asia, Latin America
and Europe. He founded the first laboratory for anthropotechnology
research «EDANA» within the Haute Ecole Arc Ingénierie in Switzerland.

Macha Makeïeff
Since 2011, Macha Makeïeff is heading La Criée, Théâtre national de Marseille.
After her studies at the Conservatoire d’art dramatique, she studies at la Sorbonne,
Paris and at the Institut d’Art, where she meets Antoine Vitez and Jérôme
Deschamps. She is involved in every projects of their company, in the writing,
stage direction, costumes and scenery creation for their various shows ; and in the
production of French series les Deschiens.
This is just how an unmistakable style will arise on the stages of the Theatres. This
a fond and cruel vision, comical, off-the-wall, that is captured in the shows she
creates for La Criée : Les Apaches en 2012, Ali Baba en 2013 ; at the time she codirects 40 vignettes Ali Baba Marseille for Arte.
Her musical affinities lead her to dedicate herself to directing operas, from
Mozart’s [The Abduction from the] Il Seraglio, Offenbach’s Bandits, Zampa by
Hérold, L’Etoile by Chabrier, La Calisto by Cavalli, The Breasts of Tiresias by
Poulenc, Moscow, Cheryomushki by Shostakovitch, The Merry Widow… not to
mention Mozart Short Cuts...
She assists French singer Vincent Delerm in the production of his show Memory.
In 2000, she founds with Jérôme Deschamps “Les Films de Mon Oncle”, entirely
devoted to the international influence and restoration of Jacques Tati’s works and
invents the 7bis, a place for creation. She is the artistic director of the Théâtre de
Nîmes from 2003 to 2008 and chairs the Audiovisual Innovation Support Funds
at the CNC from 2009 to 2011. She designs exhibitions and performances at the
Fondation Cartier, at the Parc de la Villette, at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs
de Paris, in the premises of Nîmes Carré d’Art, at the Louvre, at the Festival de
Chaumont sur Loire, at the Centre national du costume de scène de Moulins, at
the Cinémathèque Française...
She often involves herself in the life of the Pavillon Bosio, école d’Arts plastiques
de Monaco and is published by Actes Sud.
Macha Makeïeff designed the costumes of The Good Woman of Setzuan by
Brecht, directed by Jean Bellorini in 2013. She directs small-scale forms, Péché
Mignon à la Fondation Cartier, she directed Les Âmes offensées from the accounts
of French ethnologist Philippe Geslin in 2014, she designed and performed
with the author, Lumières d’Odessa by Philippe Fenwick, showcased at the
2015 Rencontres d’été de La Chartreuse Villeneuve lez Avignon. In 2015, she
also designs the scenrey of Chérubin, by Jules Massenet, directed by Juliette
Deschamps, at the Opera de Montpellier and contributes in the creation of
the Diary of Anne Frank at La Criée de l’Opéra, composed by Grigori Frid, with
soprano Emilie Pictet and an orchestra conducted by Marc Albrecht.
Macha Makeïeff designs the costumes and props for Karamazov, after the the
novel the Brothers Karamazov by Dostoïevski, directed by Jean Bellorini, at the
Festival d’Avignon in july, 2016. In March 2017, she directs the third wing of Les
Âmes offensées [The Massaï warriors]. Trissotin or The Learned Ladies is currently
touring throughout France.
In october 2017, Macha Makeïeff will direct On the Run by Mikhaïl Boulgakov.

The show

Staff : 1 ethnologist, 2 technicians
Load-in : load-in the day before.
These conferences may be presented separately, in theatres
or museums and may be held along with an exhibition of
Philippe Geslin photographs.
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Links
Videos Links
God’s pen has no eraser
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-rWlyeS-jA
Bear skin on April sky
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F27nx8v2SEw
Radio Sations Links
Radio Grenouille :

https://lesamesoffensees.wordpress.com/
France Culture Tewfik Hakem
http://www.franceculture.fr/emission-un-autre-jour-est-possible-%C2%AB-la-laicite-110-ans-de-reflexion-%C2%BB-avec-raphael-liogier-25-mach
Philippe Geslin
http://www.philippegeslin.com/
Théâtre de La Criée
http://www.theatre-lacriee.com/
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